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Spontaneous formation of highly periodic nano-ripples in inclined
deposition of Mo/Si multilayers
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1Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
2Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology, Winterbergstraße 28, 01277 Dresden, Germany

(Received 20 June 2017; accepted 2 September 2017; published online 19 September 2017)

We investigated the growth of Mo/Si multilayers (ML) deposited using a highly collimated flux of

ion-beam sputtered particles for a wide range of deposition angles. Growth of the multilayers at

normal and moderately inclined deposition is dominated by surface relaxation resulting in smooth

interfaces of the multilayer stack. The first signs of interface roughening are observed at a deposi-

tion angle of 45� with respect to the normal to the substrate surface. At an oblique angle of 55�, the

ML interfaces undergo fast progressive roughening from the substrate to the top of the ML stack,

leading to the formation of ripples which are perpendicular to the deposition flux direction.

Deposition of the multilayer at an angle of 65� results in a highly periodic lateral ripple structure

with a period of 10 nm. The mature ripple pattern forms during growth of only the first few layers

and then stabilizes. The ripples propagate through the whole ML stack with almost no changes in

frequency and amplitude, resulting in a highly periodic bulk array composed of silicon and

molybdenum nano-rods closely packed in a 6-fold symmetric lattice. We present a simple model

for the ripple growth, which gives results that are in good agreement with experimental data.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4991377]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayer (ML) coatings composed of dozens of nano-

meter thick alternating layers of high and low Z-materials

are widely used in X-ray optics due to their high X-ray

reflectivity. Multilayer-based optical components such as X-

ray mirrors,1,2 zone plates,3,4 multilayer Laue lenses,5 spec-

tral purity filters,6,7 and multilayer diffraction gratings8–10

are of great importance for extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithog-

raphy, X-ray imaging, high resolution X-ray spectroscopy,

and X-ray astronomy.

High performance in multilayer optics is achieved by

careful optimization of the multilayer deposition process which

aims to control layer growth in order to obtain sharp and

smooth interfaces of the multilayer stack. It is relatively easy

to achieve smooth interfaces when the deposition flux is nor-

mal to the surface of a plane or slightly curved substrate.

Oblique deposition is usually avoided due to the risk of rough-

ening of the interfaces due to shadowing effects. However,

many advanced multilayer optic applications such as multi-

layer zone plates,3,4 diffractive spectral purity filters,11 and

multilayer diffraction gratings12–14 require the deposition of

multilayers on highly curved or sculptured substrates which

inevitably leads to oblique deposition geometry. For example,

fabrication of multilayer blazed gratings (MBGs) for EUV and

soft X-ray wavelengths requires deposition of multilayers on a

saw-tooth substrate with highly faceted surfaces resulting in

high local angles between the direction of the deposition flux

and the surface. Growth of multilayers under such conditions

has not been studied systematically, and growth fundamentals

are not well understood. A better understanding of processes

which control ML growth under inclined deposition conditions

is required to achieve further progress in advanced multilayer

optic performance. Moreover, the angle of deposition might be

an additional leverage to control the ML growth on sculptured

substrates. In this work, we investigate the growth of Mo/Si

multilayers deposited using an ion-beam sputtering method for

a wide range of deposition angles. We report on a very unusual

growth regime which occurs for inclined deposited multilayers,

and which results in a highly periodic lateral structure of the

ML interfaces. In addition, we present a model for this newly

discovered growth regime.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this work, we chose ion-beam sputtering as a ML

deposition technique since it provides two important advan-

tages for the systematic investigation of inclined multilayer

growth. First, ion-beam sputtering allows a well-defined and

a highly collimated atomic flux required for accurate control

of the deposition angle (Fig. 1). Due to the large distance of

530 mm from the 80 mm wide target to the substrate, the

residual divergence of the deposition flux on the substrate

was small (7�). The deposition on laterally translated sub-

strates was performed through a 43 mm wide aperture, so

that the maximum possible variation of the deposition angle

on the substrate did not exceed 67�. Second, the deposition

was performed in a high vacuum chamber (10�5 mTorr),

which minimized atomic collisions and preserved a rela-

tively high energy of about 10 eV of the sputtered atoms on

their way towards the substrate. Note that magnetron sputter-

ing can generate particles of same energy, but they are

expected to thermalize on their travel to a remote substrate

for a typical pressure of 10�3 mTorr of the sputtering gas.a)E-mail: dlvoronov@lbl.gov
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The energy brought to the substrate surface by the deposition

flux is expected to promote substantial mobility of atoms on

the growing surface as compared to lower energy deposition

techniques such as thermal or e-beam evaporation and mag-

netron sputtering widely used for ML fabrication.

The multilayers were deposited on superpolished silicon

single crystal substrates. The surface of the substrates was

cleaned by 500 eV Arþ ion-beam prior to the deposition. The

sputtering resulted in a few nanometer thick amorphous sur-

face layer of the silicon substrate.

Krþ ions of energy of 300 eV were used to sputter Mo

and Si targets. The choice of heavy particles of relatively

low energy as sputtering species was aimed to minimize the

probability of recoil of the sputtering ions from the target

and avoid re-sputtering growing films by the recoiled Kr

neutrals.

Periodic Mo/Si multilayers were deposited at the angles

of 0�–65� between the deposition flux and the normal to the

surface of the plane Si substrates. The multilayers consisted

of 50 bi-layers. The ML growth started with the deposition

of a Mo layer, and the topmost layer was capped in Si for all

the multilayers. X-ray reflectometry was used to measure the

bilayer thickness (d-spacing) of the periodic multilayers to

calibrate the deposition rates. Deposition rates for different

angles of deposition were found to follow the classical cosine

law (Fig. 2). The deposition time was calibrated accordingly

for different deposition angles to provide the goal d-spacing

of 6.7 nm for all the multilayers. The morphology of the top

surface of multilayers was investigated by atomic force

microscopy (AFM). The internal structure of multilayers was

studied using cross-sectional transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM).

III. RESULTS

AFM images of the top surface of the multilayers depos-

ited at angles of 0�, 15�, 30�, 45�, 55�, and 65� are shown in

Fig. 3. The multilayer deposited at normal incidence has a

very smooth surface with a residual roughness of 0.11 nm

rms [Fig. 3(a)]. A highly smooth surface of similar morphol-

ogy is observed for moderate deposition angles of 15� and

30� [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. At an angle of 45�, the planar mor-

phology of the surface starts to change exhibiting the appear-

ance of small surface bumps elongated in the direction

perpendicular to the incident deposition flux, which is accom-

panied by an increase of the surface roughness to 0.16 nm

rms [Fig. 3(d)]. Further increase of the angle of deposition

results in dramatic changes in surface morphology. At an

angle of 55�, a pronounced ripple structure is observed [Fig.

3(e)]. The ripples with a characteristic wavelength of 20 nm

and an amplitude of a few nanometers are oriented perpendic-

ular to the direction of the deposition flux. The density of the

ripple pattern tends to increase with the deposition angle. A

ripple pattern with twice the density forms at a deposition

angle of 65� [Fig. 3(f)]. The power spectral density (PSD) of

the surface exhibits a pronounced peak at a spatial frequency

of 0.1 nm�1 [red curve in Fig. 4(a)] showing long range

ordering of the surface ripples. Note that the ripple peak is

located on the inclined part of the PSD curve, i.e., the ripple

frequency is much higher than the transition frequency of

0.01 nm�1 which corresponds to the correlation length of the

surface. This is a very uncommon behavior as compared to

the usually observed PSD spectra of smooth or rough multi-

layers [see black and blue curves in Fig. 4(a)], which consist

of a frequency independent horizontal part and a frequency

dependent slope part. According to the existing growth mod-

els,15,16 surface relaxation is supposed to dominate at distan-

ces shorter than the correlation length, L, and any roughening

at frequencies higher than 1/L should not be possible.

Cross-sectional TEM images in Figs. 5–7 reveal the

internal structure of the multilayers and give an insight into

the time evolution of the growing surface and ripple forma-

tion. Mo/Si multilayers deposited at angles varying between

0� and 45� show a similar structure dominated by smooth

layers with some diffusional intermixing of materials at the

interfaces [Figs. 5(a)–5(c)] that is well known from the liter-

ature.17 Some minor roughening of the interfaces is observed

for the upper layers of the 45� multilayer [Figs. 5(d) and

5(e)], which is in agreement with the AFM measurements

[Fig. 3(d)].

FIG. 1. Schematic of the ion-beam sputtering deposition setup: 1—ion gun,

2—target, 3—aperture, 4—substrate. FIG. 2. Dependence of deposition rates of Mo and Si (red and blue symbols)

on the angle of deposition. Cosine fits are shown with the red and blue

curves, respectively.
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The structure of the multilayer deposited at an angle of

55� [Fig. 6(a)] is dramatically different from depositions per-

formed at lower angles. Initially smooth interfaces near the

substrate [Fig. 7(a)] undergo gradual roughening, which pro-

gressively increases from the substrate towards the top sur-

face and results in the formation of ripples [Fig. 7(b)]. The

ripples are replicated by the following layers and propagate

through the whole multilayer stack with an apparent angle of

45�. As the amplitude of the ripples increases, they trigger

shadowing effects as observed in the upper part of the multi-

layer stack [Fig. 6(a)]. Such growth behavior of the multi-

layer resembles columnar growth.18,19 There is, however, a

substantial difference in the deposition conditions and the

structure of the multilayer from the classical columnar struc-

ture. Typically, columnar growth of MLs is observed when

surface relaxation is substantially suppressed,18,21 which is

not the case for the multilayers considered in this work. High

surface adatom mobility inherent to the ion-beam sputtered

multilayers causes effective smoothing of the surface in the

transverse direction resulting in the formation of ripples

as opposed to bumps of the column structure.18,19,21 Due to

the ripple growth, the final structure of coating consists of

two-dimensional slabs rather than one-dimensional columns/

pillars: compare the rippled surface of the 55� multilayer

[Fig. 3(e)] to a bumpy surface [Fig. 4(b)] of a Mo/Si multi-

layer grown under low surface relaxation conditions that

exhibits a typical column structure (see details in Ref. 21).

Diffraction of electrons on the system of slanted parallel

slabs results in extra reflections observed in low angle dif-

fraction patterns [see the inset in Fig. 6(a)]. Since the lateral

dimension of the slabs varies in some range, the extra reflec-

tions form elongated spikes around the primary reflections

caused by the periodic structure of the multilayer.

Multilayers deposited at an angle of 65� exhibit a

remarkably ordered array structure [Fig. 6(b)], which, to our

knowledge, has never been reported. The ripples of a very

short wavelength of 7–8 nm develop within the few first

layers. Some minor coarsening of the ripples occurs within

the following few layers, and then the ripple period stabilizes

at 10 nm (Fig. 8). The pronounced in-plane periodicity of the

ripples combined with the vertical periodicity of the multi-

layer stack results in a two-dimensional periodicity of the

array composed of Si and Mo nano-rods, which are perpen-

dicular to the TEM image plane [Fig. 7(d)]. Low-angle elec-

tron diffraction exhibiting distinct reflections resembling

ones for single crystals [see the inset in Fig. 6(b)] confirms

the long range periodicity of the 6-fold symmetric array.

The TEM image in Fig. 7(c) shows the initial stages of

ripple formation. The 1st molybdenum layer of the coating is

grown on the amorphous Si layer formed during the ion-

beam treatment of the single crystal substrate prior to the

deposition (see Experiment, Sec. II). The interface between

the substrate and the 1st Mo layer [denoted as #0 in Fig.

7(c)] is very smooth, which indicates that the ion-beam

cleaning did not roughen the substrate, and the film grew on

a very smooth surface. The top surface of the 1st Mo layer is

FIG. 3. AFM images of the top surface of ion-beam sputtered Mo/Si multilayers deposited at the angles of 0�–65� [(a)–(f)]. Projection of the deposition flux

on the substrate surface is shown with an arrow for the 55� sample.
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fairly smooth, although some minor stochastic roughening is

observed [compare Si-on-Mo interfaces denoted as #1 in

Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)]. The subsequent interfaces exhibit, on

one hand, a drastic increase of the roughness amplitude and,

on the other hand, a transition from random roughening to

selective enhancement of a surface mode of a defined spatial

frequency. The morphology of the Mo-on-Si interface #2 in

Fig. 7(c) is distinctly dominated by a spatial wavelength of

about 7 nm. The resonance frequency becomes even more

pronounced for the following interfaces #3 and #4, resulting

in the formation of a highly periodic ripple structure.

Formation of elongated slanted voids which appear as light

streaks between the ripples on the upper part of the TEM

image in Fig. 7(c) indicates that strong shadowing comes

into play, and a transition from the continuous rippled film to

an array of isolated columns/slabs occurs. The slabs inherit

the very well-defined periodicity of the ripples and have

almost the same height and width throughout the whole mul-

tilayer stack (Figs. 6(b) and 8). Such highly ordered surface

structures have never been reported for columnar growth,

where the competitive growth of pillars of different size

results in the suppression of more shadowed areas and

growth, and the lateral expansion of less shadowed pillars

results in surface coarsening with film thickness.18–21 Some

coarsening of the ripples observed for the 55� multilayer

[Fig. 6(a)] might be interpreted as slower development of the

resonance frequency of the ripples. Indeed, Fig. 8 shows a

trend of stabilization of the ripple/slab wavelength of 20 nm

for the upper layers, and they exhibit a well-ordered ripple

structure shown in Fig. 7(b) similar to the 65� multilayer.

FIG. 4. PSD spectra of the top surface of the normally deposited multilayer

(black curve) and the multilayer deposited at an angle of 65� (red curve) cal-

culated across the ripples (a). The blue curve shows the PSD spectrum of a

rough Mo/Si multilayer (see details in the text and in Ref. 21). AFM image

of the rough multilayer (b).

FIG. 5. High resolution TEM images of the bottom [(a) and (c)] and upper [(b) and (d)] layers of the multilayers deposited at 0� [(a) and (b)] and 45� [(c), (d), and (e)].
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Ripples and columnar growth

The inclined deposited multilayers exhibit strong roughen-

ing of the interfaces, and the slab structure of the multilayers

FIG. 6. Cross-section TEM images of the Mo/Si multilayers deposited at the angles of 55� (a) and 65� (b). The insets show small angle electron diffraction

patterns.

FIG. 7. High resolution TEM images of the bottom [(a) and (b)] and upper

[(c) and (d)] layers of the multilayers deposited at 55� [(a) and (b)] and 65�

[(c) and (d)].
FIG. 8. Lateral width of the interface ripples as a function of the layer num-

ber for the Mo/Si multilayers deposited at angles of 55� (blue) and 65� (red).
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resembles the columnar growth. However, the existing models

for columnar growth cannot be applied to our multilayers

which are grown under completely different conditions com-

pared to those typical for normal columnar growth. Moreover,

the observed structure of the multilayer stack is not consistent

with the growth scenarios discussed in the literature for the

columnar growth.22–25

Columnar growth is typically observed for films depos-

ited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), oblique angle

deposition (OAD) and glancing angle deposition (GLAD),

and sometimes by dc-magnetron sputtering. All these techni-

ques often produce deposited particles of low energy and

a certain portion of the particles impinge on the substrate

surface at very small glancing angles.26 For example, in the

case of CVD, isotropic film growth occurs via decomposition

of precursor gas molecules which arrive on the substrate

surface from all possible directions. Magnetron sputtering

generates particles of elevated energy which impinge on the

substrate surface at different angles. Under nominal normal

deposition conditions and low pressure of the sputtering gas,

a relatively small number of atoms arrive at grazing angles

on the substrate. However, if the sputtering is performed at

an elevated pressure of the sputtering gas, trajectories of the

sputtered particles can be altered by collisions with atoms of

the noble gas, increasing the number of particles arriving at

the substrate along significantly oblique directions. On the

other hand, the collisional energy exchange results in ther-

malization of the sputtered atoms and they bring less energy

to the growing surface, which results in low mobility of

adatoms. OAD and GLAD are versions of low energetic

sputtering or e-beam evaporation techniques when the glanc-

ing deposition is implemented by tilting a plane substrate

with respect to the deposition flux. Due to the glancing com-

ponent of deposition flux and the low mobility of adatoms,

any small surface perturbations are picked up by shadowing

which causes differences in growth rates for hills versus val-

leys. The shadowing produces areas that the deposited par-

ticles cannot directly reach, while adatom mobility is too

low for surface diffusion to fill the voids. This results in dra-

matic enhancement of the roughness and separation of the

continuous film into individual columns or pillars.18–21

The growth of multilayers in this work occurred under

very different conditions. Although we deposited our multi-

layers at large angles (up to 65� from the normal), the high

vacuum ion-beam sputtering setup (Fig. 1) provided tight

control of the deposition angle for the collimated atomic

flux, and the glancing component of deposition at the angles

close to 90� is excluded. The second distinction is that aver-

age energy of the deposited particles was as high as 10 eV,

which is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than

for the deposition methods mentioned above. Deposition of

the energetic particles is expected to promote intense surface

diffusion. Under these conditions, the shadowing is very

unlikely to happen in the very beginning of the multilayer

growth when the film surface is very smooth. Due to the

highly collimated deposition flux, the deposition angle varia-

tion did not exceed þ/�7� at most. To produce shadowing at

the deposition angle of 65�, the surface should have slope

variations more than þ/�18� which are not observed either

in TEM [Figs. 5(a)–5(c)] or AFM [Figs. 2(a)–2(d)] images

of the smooth multilayers. One still can speculate that the

shadowing is caused by atomic size bumps (i.e., by ultra-

high frequency defects which are not seen in the TEM and

AFM images), but such ultra-high frequency surface features

have low chances to survive and are expected to be smoothed

out by the enhanced surface diffusion. Indeed, the PSD spec-

tra of the normally deposited multilayer [black curve in Fig.

4(a)] show a suppression of spatial frequencies higher than

0.01 nm�1. Based on the highly controlled deposition condi-

tions, we can assume that shadowing was essentially not pos-

sible and hence could not serve as a dominating roughening

mechanism in the beginning of the film growth.

Columnar growth models18,22,24 assume some initial

roughening which triggers the shadowing. Nucleation and

3D island growth according to the Volmer-Weber mecha-

nism27 can cause surface roughening at the very beginning

of the film growth. Following growth, merging and coales-

cence of the islands result in the formation of continuous

films with a relatively smooth surface. However, smoothing

a rough surface is hardly possible for the oblique deposition

when shadowing comes into play. The islands serve as

shadow centers, and the surface roughness is picked up and

enhanced by shadowing, preventing island merging. Under

these conditions, a continuous film might never form, and

the growth of isolated pillars is observed.18,22 However, such

a scenario is not consistent with the structure of the ion-

beam sputtered multilayers revealed by TEM. For example,

smooth top surface (interface #1) of the 1st continuous Mo

layer in Fig. 7(c) apparently indicates that the stages of

island growth, merging, and coalescence are over, but no

evidence of shadowing is observed. The nucleation-caused

roughness had not been picked up by the shadowing, and this

allowed coalescence and smoothing of the top surface of the

layer (interface #1). This supports our assumption that shad-

owing is not the dominant growth mechanism in the begin-

ning of the multilayer growth and is overwhelmed by strong

surface relaxation.

Despite the strong adatom mobility and the lack of shad-

owing, interface #2 of the 65� multilayer exhibits the forma-

tion of surface ripples which becomes more pronounced for

interfaces #3 and #4 [Fig. 7(c)]. A subsequent growth of the

ripple amplitude results in high surface slope variation,

which causes the onset of shadowing. Thus, the shadowing

is triggered by the ripples which had developed earlier

from the almost ideally smooth surface. The structure of the

multilayers deposited at lower angles is consistent with such

a scenario. Indeed, the gradual development of the interface

waviness in the bottom part [Fig. 7(a)] of the 55� deposited

multilayer precedes shadowing apparent in the upper part

[Fig. 6(a)]. Initial stages of ripple formation can also be

noticed for the 45� deposited multilayer with no evident

shadowing effects [Fig. 5(e)]. Summarizing this part, the

deposition conditions and the experimental data indicate that

shadowing was not a dominant growth mechanism in the

beginning of the multilayer growth. It is very likely that for-

mation of the ripples preceded the shadowing and slab for-

mation, and an alternative roughening mechanism leading to

periodic ripple formation should be considered.
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B. Ripple growth model

The multilayers in this work were grown under condi-

tions of strong surface relaxation, but nevertheless they

exhibit strong roughening of the interfaces and periodical

ripple patterns for oblique deposition. Here, we outline a pre-

liminary model of ripple growth, which is consistent with the

experimental results and can be a starting point for further

experiments and theoretical investigations.

The growth of a variety of thin films including multilayers

was found to be successfully described by continuous equa-

tions of motion.16,17 According to the simplest growth models,

the surface of the growing film undergoes stochastic roughen-

ing caused by time/space variations of the local deposition rate

due to the random nature of the deposition flux. The stochastic

roughening described by a Gaussian random variable with zero

mean and shot-noise-type covariance, g(x, t), results in the

growth of roughness modes of all spatial frequencies with the

film thickness. On the other hand, the surface roughness is sup-

pressed by surface relaxation processes. Such growth is

described by a continuum equation

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ �B
@n

@xn
hðx; tÞ þ gðx; tÞ; (1)

where n is a smoothing exponent, which ranges from 1 to 4

depending on the dominant relaxation mechanism such

as surface diffusion, bulk diffusion, viscous flow, etc. For

example, if surface diffusion is a primary lateral transport

mechanism, the growth is described by the Wolf-Villian

equation28

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ �B
@4

@x4
hðx; tÞ þ gðx; tÞ: (2)

Equation (2) with a smoothing exponent n¼ 4 was found to

work well for a variety of multilayers deposited by magne-

tron sputtering.21,29 The growth conditions for those multi-

layers are characterized by the relatively high energy of

the deposited particles, which promote isotropic surface

diffusion. On the other hand, multilayers deposited by the

ion-beam sputtering method often exhibit an additional

relaxation process with the smoothing exponent n¼ 2.14,30

The energy of the landing atoms in such experiments is high

enough to produce a substantial ballistic effect providing

momentum transfer from the atoms to the surface. If a local

area of the surface is tilted with respect to the deposition

flux, the surface bombardment results in a directional drift

of the material, the so-called downhill current. For a wavy

surface, the downhill currents cause mass transfer from

peaks to valleys and result in surface smoothing. Moseler

et al. found by molecular dynamics simulations that the drift

is proportional to the local surface tilt, /, with respect to the

normal deposition flux.31 For small angles, they adopted

Jcurr: / tg/ ¼ @hðx; tÞ=@x and concluded that the downhill

current smoothing is described by the Edwards-Wilkinson

equation

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ B
@2

@x2
hðx; tÞ þ gðx; tÞ: (3)

Solutions of Eqs. (1)–(3) lead to PSD spectra consisting

of a frequency independent part at low frequencies and a fre-

quency dependent fractal part with a 1/f n slope defined by

the relaxation exponent [see, for example, the black curve in

Fig. 4(a)]. The growth rate of all surface modes with a wave-

length longer than a correlation length is the same due to the

frequency independent stochastic noise term, while the

growth of higher frequency modes is suppressed by surface

relaxation, and the slope part of the PSD curves does not

change with the film thickness. None of the film growth Eqs.

(1)–(3) leads to the ripple morphology and the respective

PSD [red curve in Fig. 4(a)]. This is not surprising, since the

models cover the growth of fairly smooth thin films and the

ripples have not been observed so far on a surface of growing

films. On the other hand, erosion of a surface under bom-

bardment by energetic ions is well known to result in ripple

formation. Indeed, some experimentally observed ripple pat-

terns of the sputtered surfaces look very similar to those

shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) (see, for example, AFM images

of a sputtered surface of Si in Refs. 32 and 33).

The ripple formation for ion sputtered surfaces is cur-

rently very well understood. According to the Bradly-Harper

(BH) continuum model,34 which incorporates the Sigmund

theory for sputter yield,35 the ion bombardment can cause

surface instability resulting in roughening of the surface. The

sputtering rate is proportional to the local surface curvature

which results in the preferential sputtering of valleys as com-

pared to bumps. On the other hand, surface diffusion causes

short range smoothing of the surface. Following Ref. 33, the

simplest linear continuum equation for the sputtered surface

can be written as:

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ SðhÞKðxÞ � B
@2

@x2
KðxÞ; (4)

where S(h) is the strength of the roughening process which

depends on the incidence angle h, K(x) is the local surface

curvature, and B is the strength of the relaxation process.

The second term represents the surface diffusion and is iden-

tical to the one in Eq. (2) for low surface roughness, where

the surface curvature can be approximated as

KðxÞ � @
2hðx; tÞ
@x2

:

Both the roughening and smoothing terms of Eq. (4)

depend on the local surface curvature, and their impact

increases with the spatial frequency. Due to the roughening

term, surface modes of high frequency grow faster than low

frequency modes. However, very high frequency features of

the surface are effectively smoothed by surface diffusion

which has a stronger dependence on the spatial frequency. As

a result of the two competing processes, the surface mode of

the fastest growing spatial frequency, fres: ¼ ðS=2BÞ1=2
, domi-

nates the surface leading to the periodic ripple morphology.

The BH model is valid for the high energy of the ions

(typically, a few KeV)) which is not the case for this work.

The energy of the Si and Mo atoms arriving at the substrate

is too low to produce re-sputtering of the growing film (2
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orders of magnitude less than for the erosion experiments).

Re-sputtering of the surface of the growing multilayer by

recoiled Kr neutrals is also not likely since the probability of

reflection of heavy Krþ ions from Si and Mo targets is van-

ishingly small.14 Lack of re-sputtering of the multilayers is

consistent with the deposition rates of Mo and Si following

the simple cosine law with the deposition angle (Fig. 2).

Although the BH model is not applicable for the ML growth,

the principle of competition between the roughening and

smoothing processes resulting in the preferential growth of

the resonance frequency mode can be adopted for a growing

film surface. The frequency dependent roughening term is a

key for the ripple formation mechanism for sputtered surfa-

ces. A similar frequency dependent roughening mechanism

corresponding to the ML growth conditions should be found.

As was mentioned above, we can expect a strong pro-

moted diffusion for the ion-beam sputtered multilayers. For

the normal deposition geometry when the deposition flux is

perpendicular to the growing surface, the diffusion results

in effective smoothing of surface imperfections. However,

the situation might change dramatically for deposition at

some angle, h, between the deposition flux and the global

surface normal. For the inclined deposition, the momentum

of incoming particles has normal and tangential components

which depend on the local deposition angle, a, (see Fig. 9)

pk ¼ p sin a;

p? ¼ p cos a;

a ¼ hþ /;

where / is the local tilt angle of the surface h(x,t) and can be

found as tg/ ¼ @hðx; tÞ=@x.

The normal component of the momentum, p?, which is

perpendicular to the local surface, being transferred to the

surface atoms promotes isotropic diffusion driven by a local

surface curvature; this process is described by the first term

of Eq. (2). The tangential component of the momentum

promotes a directed surface flux along the surface (although

a part of the tangential momentum probably dissipates isoto-

pically due to collisions of the projectile with the surface

atoms contributing to the isotropic diffusion flux). For the

normal deposition, this is essentially the mechanism of

downhill currents, but for substantially oblique angles

(h>/), the direction of the surface flux is the same for the

opposite slopes of a surface hill and hence includes both

downhill and uphill currents now. In this way, there is a

global surface current directed along the projection of the

deposition flux on the substrate. It is natural to assume that

the directed flux is proportional to the tangential component

of the projectile momentum, Jdir: / p sin a. On the other

hand, the promoted surface flux is proportional to the quantity

of the mobile (promoted) surface atoms. The surface concen-

tration, ca, of the promoted species depends on the number of

projectiles, N, landing per unit area, s, [see Fig. 9(b)]

ca ¼
N

s
¼ c0 cos a;

where c0 is the concentration of the particles in the deposi-

tion flux. In terms of both geometrical effects, one can write:

Jdir: / pk � ca. The resulting surface current

Jdir: ¼ �A sin a cos a ¼ �A

2
sin 2a; (5)

where A is a strength parameter which characterizes the effi-

ciency of momentum transfer. In our simple model, we assume

that parameter A is constant and does not depend on the angle.

The minus sign corresponds to the direction of the current

opposite to the x axis in Fig. 9. Note that for normal deposition

(h¼ 0�) and for a relatively smooth surface (/! 0), the

expression (5) for the flux reduces to Jdir: / sin /, which is

almost identical to J / tg/, adopted by Moseler et al. for the

downhill current model.31 In that sense, Eq. (5) is an extension

of the downhill current model for oblique deposition.

For ideally smooth surfaces (/¼ 0), the directed flux is

uniform and does not affect the surface. If the surface is not

ideally smooth, the local slope variation causes a variation of

the local deposition angle and results in non-uniform surface

current according to Eq. (5). This results in redistribution of

the material along the surface and a non-uniform surface

growth rate depending on the local deposition angle

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ �divJdir: ¼
@

@x

A

2
sin 2a

� �
¼ A cos 2a

@a
@x
: (6)

Formula (6) describes the increment of a surface with

deposition time. To show the evolution of the surface with the

film thickness, the cosine law should be taken into account.

Since the average thickness, z, of the deposited film is propor-

tional to the deposition time and depends on the angle of depo-

sition as @z / @t cos h, Eq. (6) can be modified as

@hðx; zÞ
@z

¼ A

cos h
cos 2aðxÞ @aðxÞ

@x
: (7)

Taking into account a ¼ hþ /, formula (6) can be modified

as

FIG. 9. Schematic of transfer of momentum of landing particles for inclined

deposition. Tangential component of the projectile momentum which pro-

motes surface diffusion current depends on both the global angle of deposi-

tion, h, and the surface slope variation, /, (a). Surface density of the

deposited particles is also defined by h and / as schematically shown in (b).
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@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ A cos 2a
@ðhþ /Þ

@x
¼ A cos 2a

@/
@x

:

For a surface of very low roughness /! 0 and / � tg/
¼ @hðx; tÞ=@x, and for some deposition angle h� /, the for-

mula reduces to

@hðx; tÞ
@t

¼ A cos 2h
@2hðx; tÞ
@x2

: (8)

For normal deposition (h¼ 0�), the right part of Eq. (8) con-

verges to the smoothing term of the Edwards-Wilkinson con-

tinuum equation [see Eq. (3)] corresponding to Moseler’s

downhill current model.31 However, formula (8) shows that

the strength of the smoothing process reduces with the depo-

sition angle as cos 2h and reaches zero for h¼ 45�. This

means that the directed surface current does not affect the

surface relief at all for the deposition angle of 45�. For more

oblique deposition (h> 45�), the right part of Eq. (8) changes

its sign due to the cosine factor and turns into the roughening

term of Eq. (4) implying transition from a smoothing to a

roughening regime.

The impact of the promoted surface diffusion described

by Eq. (7) on a surface with initially sinusoidal profile is

illustrated in Fig. 10 for different deposition angles. The spa-

tial wavelength of 7 nm and the initial amplitude of 0.3 nm

of the sinusoidal surface are consistent with parameters of

the highest frequency modes of random roughness observed

in the AFM images [see the inset in Fig. 3(a)]. Simulation of

the film growth using Eq. (7) shows that the amplitude of the

sinusoidal surface gradually decays with the thickness of the

coating [Fig. 10(a)] for the normal deposition conditions,

meaning smoothing of the surface. The smoothing effect

diminishes with the angle of deposition and goes to zero for

angles around 45� [Fig. 10(b)]. For the angle of 55�, the

amplitude of the profile increases with the film thickness

[Fig. 10(c)], meaning roughening of the surface. More obli-

que deposition results in faster growth of the amplitude [Fig.

10(d)] indicating that the strength of the roughening

increases with the angle of deposition.

The fact that a diffusion process results in roughening of

a surface is very unusual and may seem self-contradictory.

Note, however, that the promoted surface current is not a

regular diffusion mass transfer process driven by a gradient

of chemical potential which depends on the surface curva-

ture. The regular surface diffusion flux is directed against

the gradient and results in a reduction of the gradient of

chemical potential by surface smoothing. In contrast to that,

the promoted surface current is a solely ballistic effect of

momentum transfer, which depends on a local angle of depo-

sition [see Eq. (5)] and does not depend on the chemical

potential. A direction of the promoted surface flux is defined

by the deposition direction and a local surface tilt, and might

be either against or along the gradient of chemical potential

resulting in surface smoothing or roughening, respectively.

A similar smoothing process was observed by Garter and

Vishniakov (CV) for sputtering of a Si surface by 10–40

KeV Xeþ ions in the angle range of 0–45�.36 The momentum

transfer from the ions to the target induces a diffusion of

atoms in a surface layer of a certain thickness defined by the

penetration depth of the ions. Although the CV model

describes a volume transport rather than surface diffusion,

the induced flux has the same angular dependence and causes

a smoothing effect at moderate angles of sputtering, prevent-

ing the ripple formation.36 The bulk current is expected to

produce ripples at angles larger than 45�,37 though it can

hardly be distinguished from the BH effect in a sputtering

experiment.

Simulations performed using Eq. (7) for sinusoidal sur-

faces of different wavelengths showed that the strength of

both smoothing and roughening regimes strongly depends on

spatial frequency. The amplitude of sinusoidal profiles with

FIG. 10. Evolution of a sinusoidal surface due to the directed surface flux

according to Eq. (7) for normal deposition (a) and the deposition angles of

45�, 55� and 65� [(b)–(d)].
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the same initial amplitude of 0.3 nm, but different spatial

wavelengths in the range of 4–100 nm after deposition of a

1.5 nm thick film at different angles is shown in Fig. 11.

While low frequency modes are almost unaffected by the

surface current, the high frequency modes are effectively

suppressed for low angle deposition (h< 45�) and dramati-

cally enhanced at the substantially oblique deposition angles

(h> 45�).
The directed surface current is caused by surface ada-

toms which inherited at least partially the momentum of the

deposited projectiles. At the same time, multiple surface col-

lisions result in thermalization of the initial momentum and

generate a number of mobile adatoms which move in all

directions. These particles contribute to the isotropic compo-

nent of the promoted surface diffusion, which is character-

ized by the smoothing exponent n¼ 4 [see Eq. (2)]. The

other contribution to the isotropic diffusion comes from the

normal component of the momentum p? of the deposited

particles. Since both smoothing mechanisms with n¼ 2 and

n¼ 4 are observed for ion-beam sputtered multilayers,14,30

the isotropic surface diffusion term should be added in Eq.

(7) along with the noise term, so the final continuum equa-

tion can be composed as

@hðx; zÞ
@z

¼ A

cos h
cos 2aðxÞ@aðxÞ

@x
� B

@2

@x2
KðxÞ þ gðx; zÞ: (9)

Based on Eq. (9), one can outline the following scenario

for ripple formation. For the normal and moderately inclined

deposition, both the 1st and 2nd terms in the right part of Eq.

(9) provide smoothing of the random roughness of the sub-

strate surface and the random film roughness caused by the

3rd term. However, at sufficiently oblique deposition, the

directed surface current described by the 1st term in Eq. (8)

results in roughening rather than smoothing. While the noise

term causes surface height variations of all frequencies,

the high frequency modes are picked up and enhanced by the

non-uniform surface current. At the same time, the roughen-

ing is counterbalanced at the highest frequencies by the iso-

tropic diffusion term. This term is known to be strongly

dependent on spatial frequency (as f 4) and dominates all other

processes at very high frequencies. Competition between the

two frequency dependent processes results in predominant

growth of a single resonance frequency mode with the highest

net growth rate, while other modes are substantially sup-

pressed. This results in the formation of surface ripples of a

very distinct resonance wavelength similar to the ripples

obtained on the surfaces eroded by ion sputtering.

The value of the resonance frequency is defined by a

balance of impacts of the directed and isotropic diffusion

fluxes. Since both processes are promoted by the bombard-

ment and depend on pjj and p?, respectively, the impact of

the 1st term increases with the angle, while the second term

reduces, which can shift the balance towards shorter wave-

lengths. For the higher deposition angle, the higher fre-

quency modes can survive against smoothing, and hence the

shorter period ripples can form as observed for the 55� and

65� multilayers.

The roughening term [Eq. (8)] is anisotropic and ampli-

fies the roughness in the direction of the surface flux. In the

transverse direction, roughening is caused by the noise term

only and it is smoothed out by the isotropic term of the pro-

moted diffusion. This results in ripples oriented perpendicu-

lar to the flux direction.

As the amplitude of the ripples increases and the local sur-

face slope exceeds the deposition angle / > h, the shadowing

takes effect (from this moment, the continuum approach is not

applicable anymore) resulting in partitioning of the continuous

film into separated slabs. Due to high periodicity of the ripples,

the slabs are almost of the same width and height and have

equal chances of survival, and further deposition results in

only a marginal change in the ripple shape and wavelength

coarsening. The random component of kinetic roughening of

the surface reflected on the PSD spectra as a vertical shift of

the curves for the 65� sample as compared to the normally

deposited multilayer is probably caused by the residual spread

of the slab width. Indeed, the local thickness, H(x), of the coat-

ing which consists of slanted slabs is

HðxÞ ¼
X

k

wk=tgu;

where wk is the slab width, k is the number of slabs above a

particular point x, and u is the slab tilt angle. Since the column

width varies randomly, the top surface height variation is pro-

portional to the square root of the number of slabs above the

local position. If so, the random roughness is expected to grow

with the total multilayer thickness as r /
ffiffiffiffi
H
p

.

As was mentioned earlier, the directed surface flux does

not substantially affect the amplitude of Fourier modes of

different frequencies at deposition angles around 45� (Fig.

11). This means that the growth of a film on a sculptured sur-

face should not change the surface relief. This regime seems

very promising for the multilayer blazed grating applications

where replication of the saw-tooth substrate profile by the

multilayer interfaces is of great important since smoothing

of the profile results in degradation of the diffraction effi-

ciency of MBGs.38

V. SUMMARY

We investigated the growth of ion-beam sputtered Mo/

Si multilayers in a wide range of deposition angles and
FIG. 11. Dependence of the amplitude of sinusoidal surfaces on the spatial

frequency for different angles of deposition.
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discovered a new regime of multilayer growth resulting in

highly periodic lateral ripple patterns. We present a simple

model of ripple formation that assumes that promoted sur-

face diffusion causes smoothing of interfaces at small angles,

but results in roughening of the interfaces at substantially

oblique deposition.

Bombardment of the surface of the growing multilayer

by energetic atoms generated by ion-beam sputtering pro-

motes adatom mobility and enhanced surface diffusion

which is isotropic for normal deposition. In contrast, inclined

deposition results in a directed surface diffusion current due

to the transfer of momentum of the landing particles to sur-

face atoms. The momentum transfer depends on the local

deposition angle, which is defined by the global deposition

angle and a local surface tilt. For a random surface with

some initial slope variations, the bombardment results in a

non-uniform surface current leading to redistribution of

materials along the surface. For small angles, the surface cur-

rent causes a smoothing effect which, however, diminishes

as the angle of deposition approaches 45�. This regime is

very promising for the growth of films on sculptured surfaces

such as multilayer blazed gratings, since it provides perfect

replication of a substrate by the multilayer interfaces. For

more oblique deposition, the non-uniform surface current

has a reverse effect resulting in roughening of the surface.

The impact of the roughening increases with the spatial fre-

quency resulting in a fast growth of high-frequency modes.

Competition of the directed flux roughening with the isotro-

pic diffusion component of the surface relaxation results in

selective enhancement of a resonance frequency mode lead-

ing to ripple formation. Due to high lateral periodicity of the

ripples and vertical periodicity of the multilayer, the

obliquely deposited coating consists of Mo and Si nanowires

closely packed into a 6-fold symmetry array. This effect

might be useful for the synthesis of a variety of nano-

structures that could be used in a wide range of applications.

For example, magnetic nanowires with a high degree of

anisotropy might be useful as magnetic storage elements.
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